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Safety during
construction
Construction of Stage One of
Queensland’s first light rail system
has now commenced.
GoldLinQ are committed to a zero harm
philosophy meaning we ensure an
environment in which we care for and
protect our people, passengers and
the local community. However safety
is a two way street and the community
should always exercise caution when
travelling near a construction zone.

Road safety
You can help to ensure the
safety of yourself, your family,
other motorists, pedestrians,
cyclists and workers by:
• paying attention to road signs near

construction projects
• planning your trip ahead
• keeping an eye out for road workers
• staying calm and being patient
• considering an alternate route
• expecting the unexpected: traffic

conditions are likely to change
regularly
• maintaining a safe distance between

your vehicle and other vehicles on
the road
• ensuring you are in the correct lane

and merge as soon as possible to
avoid last minute lane changes.

Pedestrian safety
You can help to ensure your
safety and that of your family
by:
• always walking on the footpath or

designated walkway
• using designated crossings at all

times
• if there are no designated crossing,

signs or signals, pedestrians should
give-way to all vehicles
• paying close attention to all posted

signs - this will reduce the possibility
of an incident
• avoiding going near a construction

zone whenever possible
• never entering a construction site -

heavy machinery and debris can be
hazardous, and
• construction vehicles move quickly

and suddenly - maintain a safe
distance and always be prepared for
sudden stops and wide turns.

Look out for traffic controllers and signs to help you
stay safe during construction.
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Stage One is the 13-kilometre light rail corridor connecting Griffith University to Broadbeach, passing through the key activity centres of
Southport and Surfers Paradise. You can keep up-to-date with the progress of the light rail works through the website at 			
www.goldlinq.com.au or call the project hotline on 1800 967 377* and select the GoldLinQ option.
Email us at information@goldlinq.com.au * Free call within Australia. Call charges may apply from mobile phones.
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